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Discussion Cue Notes  

 

Reference Source, citation: * Kept Private? 

 

 

"airports + ..." (preferences for ...) 

focus on photographs by parent 
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looks ill in especially earlier pictures; what does ill mean here? [entry of medical prognosis point 

check in prior to time cue of death/ and after time cue of death] 

missing recollection of mine from the media; has something like a sibling in the home 

environment [forgot and-or didn't hear yet in time cue this detail] 

 

description: set up the opposition: fine, but based on a homosexuality model: they are both the 

same specific gender; and so any opposition in persona manifestation should have felt at least 

null; is parent actually saying, that … was straight; and something else happened. 

 

 

Scenarios to consider already: you are in an assaulting unjust violent family, and you start 

seriously dating a girl let's say that … you haven't done much that's sexual yet; and the girl 

confesses that she is really a guy, ... your parents forbid you from breaking up; and instead 

ascribe to you the factoid that you are or should become gay in sexuality; what does gay mean 

here in actuality ---> the use of intellectualism in sexuality  

 

Parents are sure that "…" "... had an awesome childhood" is there a way to ask victim of 

homicide this, there [through] inter-time technology: (where he feels safe; from his mannerisms 

it is expressed clearly that he does not feel safe (at the time they are referring to); you might ask 

from a combat counseling and actual militia perspective what are his conceptions of what makes 

him feel safe; and-or what safe means to him) and also what he qualifies as "awesome" and if he 

believes his beginning days were qualified as such (to the best of his recollection; and then 

proceed to do a match size-ability between his (actual) beginning day experiences and his 

workable definition of “awesome”), 

Be wary of: the witnessed non-actualizing white non-cultural perspective; of the attitude we 

provided you with this, and so now we get to retract such-and-so from you even at the cost of 

your uh life and-or existence.  

 

Be aware that this above line connection to this investigation is necessary also to developments 

of society actualizing comprehension of actual meeting facto of trust. 

 

 


